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May 5 and June 7.
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ing) concerning
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The German navy is either sunk
have
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and
that
state
to
lost from 2,250,000
4,250,000
or bottled up. The submarine menPublished daily during the college year except Sundays, Mondays, and holiday* and finally to get tough with Eire. The men Trilled, captured, or missing.
ace was conquered a
year ago.
final examination periods by the Associated Students, University of Oregon.
fact is that the U.S. is not going
Hitler is believed to possess an
Entered as second-class matter at the postoffice, Eugene, Oregon.
Now more subs are being sunk
to get “tough” and if Great Britain army of 320-340 divisions plus 40
than the number of ships they torwere to do so it would not be un- administrative and training divipedo.
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Germany’s economic producof her age-old policy towards Ire- up to 7,500,000 lo 9,200,000 men.
tion,
through bombing and manland.
The German satellite countries
With the appointment of Anne Craven to the war board on
power scarcity, is down some 8 tu
You state that members of the of ..Bulgaria, ..Romania, ..Croatia,
15 per cent. The Reich has develthe campus, the second year of the board has neared completion
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and coast guard stations. That these papers Avere appreciated is
You mention the Black and with which to preserve order in
Germany will fight until the bitevidenced from the number of letters that hav ccome in and are Tans very lightly. I only hope Germany itself. These Elite troops ter end. The Nazi leaders know
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how
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their activities. If they do so, general stall or to put down a pal- the inevitability of defeat. The inOne of the most important of the Avar board's activities this they’re in for a shock. Your men- ace revolution in the Nazi party. vasion will be a grim struggle, with
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fewer because of an almost inevitable enrollment decrease. It will would lead us to believe that the portable pillboxes
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